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Preface 
The Computer Graphics Program at Luleå University of Technology is a wide education in the field of 

computer graphics, covering both film and game industry. During my education, I specialized myself 

towards CG for film, and as such, I learned a great deal about the prerequisites for a successful CG 

implementation, and also encountered many obstacles and problems as well. 

This final report was written while working at North Kingdom, an interactive media company in Skellefteå. 

My role was as a 3D-generalist and my assignments ranged from everything from compositing, modeling 

and concept art. Since NK creates both visual effects, games and interactive experiences for the web, a 

definite production pipeline is hard to define, as each project often is somewhat unique. Early on I decided 

to focus on rendering, and more specifically Maya Mental Ray render passes and its composition in Nuke, 

and try to define the proper workflow and prerequisites for a successful composition, with a linear 

workflow in mind. 

I would like to thank my supervisor at North Kingdom, Daniel Wallström, for inspiring tips and hints and the 

whole Computer Graphics Program at Luleå University of Technology for giving me the opportunity to 

become a professional CG-artist. 
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Abstract 

Introduction 

The film industry utilizes more and more computer generated visual effects and the visual effects industry 

and the surrounding community is continuously growing.  It unlocks possibilities for the creative director 

that before was hard to achieve. And as technology advances, it does not only push the limit of the quality 

and complexity of the visual effects, but also allows ordinary people and amateurs with a tight budget to 

create stunning visuals as well. 

The report will cover render passes and the importance of a linear workflow.  The report will determine 

common key material assets a compositor needs from rendering in order to have full control in post-

production. Practical examples made with Maya and Nuke will be used.  

Background 

One of the problems I encountered during my time at the LTU Skellefteå was rendering, and especially 

rendering your material in passes, for further compositing in post-production. Though straightforward in 

theory, the practical solutions were somewhat ambiguous and the final composition in the different 

projects seldom resulted in the expected result. 

Another difficult field was linear workflow which, even though explained, felt confusing, especially how and 

when in a pipeline one should take it into consideration. This gave me incentive to research it further, 

trying to identify the problems in a pipeline and establish a proper workflow. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to explore the prerequisites needed for a successful compositing in a film 

related environment. Focus will lie in rendering and render passes, and how to composite them properly in 

post-production. I will also explain linear workflow, research if and why it is important and also how to 

achieve it. The document will also briefly discuss the general production pipelines of the projects I was 

involved with during the creation of this document. 

Limitations 
Due to limited access to 3D and compositing programs I will only be using Autodesk Maya, which is a 

powerful modeling, animation and rendering tool and The Foundry’s Nuke, which is a compositing tool, in 

my examples. 

Rendering will be limited to Mental Ray for Maya, and mia_material_x_passes will be used for rendering 

passes. 



 

 

Since everything in production at North Kingdom is kept at outmost secrecy, I can only discuss projects 

pipelines and experiences in general terms. 

Declaration of problem 

What is linear and non-linear workflow, and why is it important? 

Which render passes from Maya, using Mental Ray, are usable together? 

How do you composite them in Nuke? 

Document disposition 
First part will cover the general production pipeline of the company I made my assignment at. 

Second part will handle rendering prerequisites for a successful composition, in terms of render pass and 

linear workflow. 

Finally, the overall result of the problems will be revealed and discussed. 
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Abbreviations 
CG – Computer generated 

VFX – Visual Effects 

Render – Creating an image by computer generation 

Polygon – three points in virtual space can create a plane between them, creating a polygon. Fundamental 

building element of a mesh. 

Mesh – A geometric figure 

IBL – Image Based Lighting. Using a HDRI image to calculate light on a scene. 

HDRI – High Dynamic Range Index. A floating point image, where values can go beyond 1.0. 

Maya – 3D modeling, animation and rendering tool. 

Ray Tracing – The computer trace a line from the camera to an object and calculates how the light hits that 

surface, and where the rays will bounce towards. This backward way of calculating lights is more efficient 

than calculating with the light source as starting point. 

Final Gather – When rendering, the computer can calculate how the light from light sources bounces within 

the scene, lighting the scene as it goes using Ray Tracing. 

Nodes – Maya is node based, meaning every tools and function in Maya is a node that can be connected to 

others 

Hypergraph – a management view in Maya, for controlling the connections between nodes 

Nuke – Compositing program. 

Compositing – Combining several elements into one picture. 
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Theoretical frame of reference 

Polygon modeling 

A polygon is made up by at least three points in space, vertices, resulting in a triangle. The computer keeps 

track of all the vertices by using the coordinates x, y and z. The triangle is the simplest form of a polygon. 

Four vertices make a quad and if more vertices are added, it will result in an nGon. In modeling, quads and 

triangles are preferred, as nGon’s can risk being interpreted differently by the computer, resulting in bad 

rendering. A set of polygons connected together into a shape is called a mesh. 

UV-mapping 

In order to give a mesh texture using images, it needs UV coordinates. U and V is the equivalent of x and y 

in 3D space. Each vertice on a 3D-mesh has a position in 2D-space, or UV-space. The computer picks the 

color from UV-space and projects it at the same position of the polygon in 3D-space.  

Compositing 

Post production and compositing allows artists to manipulate filmed material and combine elements and 

assets to create an image. The more information rendered from a scene, the more control a compositor 

have to further modify and apply additional effects and make everything blend together. 

The Art of Science of Digital Compositing (1) covers a wide area in the field of VFX and digital compositing, 

and describes, in general, the basic necessities in a production pipeline and linear workflow. 

 

Rendering render passes 

Mental Ray for Maya, by NVIDIA, is a rendering application which allows hyper realistic renderings and 

multi-pass rendering for compositing. Its architecture and design documentation(4) will be used as a 

resource for rendering and documentation. 

Mia_material_x is an advanced material designed purely for Mental Ray where one can recreate realistic 

behaviors based on physical laws. It has three different version. The standard mia_material is a simpler 

version, where mia_material_x has more advanced controls. The mia_material_x_passes unlocks the 

possibility to extract separated data from the material. 
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Methodology 

Company production pipeline 

By being an active part of projects at the company and interviewing co-workers and supervisors, I hope to 

get an in-depth look in the production pipeline and structure. Based on my assignments, I will explain the 

pipeline of the specific project I was involved with. Due to secrecy, the production will be explained in 

general terms. 

Linear workflow 

By using practical examples based on tutorials and documentation on the subject, I will produce example 

picture showing different issues that might occur when dealing with linear and non-linear workflows. 

Render Pass setup and compositing 

By exploring the different render pass options in Maya and by following tutorials from professionals, I will 

determine how to successfully render passes from Maya using Mental Ray and mia_material_x_passes and 

composite an object in Nuke. I will use practical examples to show different types of setups and their final 

results. 

Chapter 1 – Project Production 

1.1 Company background 

North Kingdom is a design bureau with competence in interactive web experiences, games and visual 

effects. They have a great history of awards, and have won the Golden Egg award twice. They have mainly 

two offices, in Skellefteå and Stockholm, and have a total of about 40 employees. About 80-90 percent of 

their clients come from abroad. Even though small in comparison, they are well renowned among big 

clients, such as Disney, Vodaphone and Lego among others. 

1.2 Production management 

In an overall production point of view, a client contacts the company with a brief of a project that needs to 

be done. The client is often a production company working as a middle-hand for the original end-client. NK 

then creates a pitch, a proposal, containing the overall design and functions with a plan and cost estimate. 

If the client accepts that pitch, the production goes into discover and definition phase, which basically 

means that every idea and concept is put to the test, to see what is technically possible in the amount of 

time given and what has to be changed in order to meet the deadline, while still deliver a client approved 

product. 

The timeline is normally strict, with milestones at different intervals. How deep the client is involved in the 

process varies, but on the projects I’ve worked on there is often a tight communication with the client on a 

regular basis, in order to meet any demands and change requests on an early stage. The projects are often 

short, ranging from two months to a year at most. 

There is always a Project manager supervising the assignments, which can be involved in several projects, 

depending on size and workload. Most of the projects are of the size that there isn't a need for a larger 

hierarchy, but the company producer always has the final say before releasing products or proposals. Most 

of the art direction and technical framework comes from or is defined in conjunction with the client 

however. 
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In a larger company, the pipeline is often divided among several peoples, each one designated to a certain 

step or sub step in the process. But as North Kingdom is a medium sized production company, with several 

projects being run simultaneously, one person often holds several roles and steps in a production pipeline. 

1.3 Project Pipeline 

A company’s production pipeline can be in as many ways as there are companies and North Kingdom does 

not only produce VFX but also designs websites, creates games and applications for different platforms and 

devices and creates interactive experiences. Needless to say, a definite pipeline is hard to determine as 

each of these fields holds very different steps in the creation process. But there are still a few steps that are 

similar between companies. In very general terms you have someone who creates the concept and 

framework, someone who creates the assets and someone who utilizes the assets. Then everything is put 

together, be it in film compositing, compilation of a game or in the launch of a website. To go in detail of 

every possible aspect would fill this document full, so I’m going to focus on the pipeline for the project I 

was assigned with. 

In order to quickly communicate with the client, a common shared platform is created, using 

basecamp.com’s services. Basecamp is like a shared FTP where one can share assets and set up to-do lists 

for each other in a quick and easy way. 

Regarding file structure, a predefined catalogue structure is set up on an in-house server. The same 

catalogue structure is used on every project, with some modifications. The reason for this is first and 

foremost orientation and easy re-use of assets. It's easy for new artists and developers to get into the 

production pipeline and find what they need and since time efficiency is always important, reusing assets 

such as character rigs and coding is vital. 

The project I was involved with was a web experience using real-time 3D graphics, exported from the Unity 

engine to Flash 3D. All concepts and art was already made and some hi-polygon models was also made 

beforehand by the client. One of the assignments was to create low-polygon ones and make them 

animateable and optimized for real-time rendering. The pipeline for the project was basically divided into 

four steps; modeling, texture baking, rigging and export to web. The artists were responsible for creating 

assets, UV-map, bake textures and texture them and finally rig and skin the models, before sending them to 

the Unity engine where the programmers could take over the process.  

The naming convention used was often XXXn, where XXX was the name of the type of asset and n was its 

identification number. Sub assets for that specific object could be XXXn_YYYo, where YYY was the sub asset 

name and o was its identification number. 

There wasn't a specific template to follow. The importance lied in being consequential, in order to make it 

easy for the programmers. 

1.4 Applications in production 

For the production we used Maya, 3DSMax, Adobe Photoshop, Flash and Unity. 

Since the small scale of the projects didn't require any advanced program and file version supervision, there 

was no proprietary tools. Everything was created manually. We used FBX as object format for export 

between programs and .tif for textures. 

File version handling with SVN was used mainly by the programmers and is only used by 2D and 3D artists 

for larger projects. Both Mac OSX and Windows are used.  
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1.5 Production assignment 

Optimizing a model for animation and making it low-poly in order to function smoothly by the future end-

users was tough, as they didn't have the topology or the pose to make it easy. A low-poly and a high-poly 

model was given, which were modeled in a pose. Normally, a T-pose is preferred during modeling of a 

character, with arms and legs equally apart, with a straight stance (if possible). 

There was a need to optimize the low-poly model for real-time animation, and adding geometry that was 

missing from the high-polygon one. This was done by deleting edges and merging vertices, cutting polygon 

number by the half. When the supervisor was happy, the process could move forward to UV-mapping the 

model, allowing normal and ambient occlusion maps to be baked from the high-poly model to the low-poly. 

This required further optimization, as the model was in a pose that made the ray-casting technique used in 

baking with the texture baking program xNormal impossible, without getting artifacts in the final texture. 

By separating body parts on the high and low poly model and baking the details separately, all the baked 

maps could be put together in Photoshop. 

Next step was to texture the models. The ambient occlusion map was used in texturing as a multiplier on 

the colors. A 2048x2048 texture was used, and the concepts sent by the client needed to be followed as 

close as possible, which was a challenge in itself, since textures resembling leather, skin, cloth and metal 

material all needed to fit in the same texture map. 

Next step in the process was rigging. The rig was made before hand, and needed only to fit into each 

model. The model was then “skinned” to the skeleton rig and exported as an .FBX to be used in Unity. 

In Unity each asset and its corresponding textures maps was exported into a package for the programmers 

to use in the final composition. 
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Chapter 2 – Prerequisites for successful compositing 

2.1 Color Space and linear workflow 

One key issue that needs to be addressed both when it comes to game and film, is gamma, and how it is 

treated by our hardware. 

The average monitor cannot display a realistic 

representation of light. It rater displays light by the power 

of 2.2; a color space also known as sRGB. For example, if we 

would send one value to the monitor and then another one 

twice as high, the output of the second won’t be twice as 

bright. That is because every monitor, be it in a handheld 

device, the LCD-screen on a camera or the computer 

monitor, shows gamma non-linearly.  

This is much like how our eye works, registering tone values 

better in the mid-area than at the brightest or lowest of the 

range. What our cameras do to compensate this is to apply 

gamma to the image. Gamma is the exponent in the power 

function, which calculates the output value of the input 

value. When saving the picture in sRGB, our monitors can 

show the image properly. If we would look at a linear 

picture, it would probably look washed out and bright. 

That is because there are so many bright values that needs 

to be stored in the image, values that we normally 

wouldn’t notice if the picture was represented to us in a non-linear fashion. This little workaround 

embedded in our cameras is something we need to remember when manipulating the footage in a 

production pipeline. Many of the calculations, especially physical light calculations, are also done in linear 

space as it is simpler than calculating imagery based on a logarithmic function law. 

There are two main problems when using textures in Maya with gamma correction embedded in them. One 

is that we risk applying additional gamma corrections when rendering out from Maya. If we then try to 

correct this in Nuke, by linearizing them, the colors will be washed out. 

The other problem is that Maya is set up to display images linearly be default, while most of our monitors 

are set up to display them non-linearly. This will make the picture look dark, which will affect the way we 

light the scene. Most likely will we add more lighting, and risk creating areas where the light burn the 

colors.  

This is equally important for game and their shaders, as they too have to deal with the different output 

displays where Gamma correction is applied. Ron Brinkman explains in his book The Art and Science of 

Digital Compositing (1) the importance of linear workflow, and states that non-linear encoding can create 

undesirable results.  

So in a production, linear is the way to go, as the maths are both easier to calculate and more user friendly 

and intuitive, and we don’t risk applying additional gamma to the material. 

2.1.1 Setting up a linear workflow  

Image showing the gamma on CRT monitors 

and the gamma correction applied to make it 

linear. Wikipedia(6) 
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If we would want to setup a linear workflow in Maya, with correct display representation using Mental Ray, 

we can follow these steps (based on Maya help documentation): 

 

1. Enable Color Management under the Mental Ray render settings. Set Input to sRGB and Output to 

Linear sRGB. This will tell Maya to treat all input images as non-linear and render images linearly. 

2. Set file type to .EXR and go to Quality tab and set framebuffer to 32-bit float. .EXR is a 32-bit loss-

less format which is ideal when working with render passes and HDR imagery. Using a smaller bit 

depth like 16-bit or 8-bit will clamp the color value 0 to 1, resulting in loss of detail. 

3. Right click in the Render View, choose Display and Color Management. Set Image Color Profile to 

Linear sRGB, and Display Color Profile to sRGB. This will treat the image as in Linear but display it in 

the view as non-linear. Also set the display to show 32-bit floating point HDR, under the Render View 

option. 

 

The above setup will result in us rendering linear images, but allowing us to view them with a non-linear, 

monitor adapted color space. However, this general color correction doesn’t apply to color swatches and 

materials generated within maya. In order to correct them, a manual gamma correction node needs to be 

applied. There are also those who claim that using this type of color management doesn’t yield a correct 

result, however I have not been able to prove this matter. But another way of setting up a linear workflow 

with this in mind, is to use lens shaders and manually gamma correct each image you import to the 

scene.(5) There are different types of lens shaders that can be applied to the camera in a Maya scene. For 

the test, I used the simple lens shader. This lens can apply gamma to the picture, just like a normal camera. 

By giving it a value of 2.2, the gamma correction for a monitor is achieved, thus the need of adjusting the 

Display parameters are unnecessary. However, in order to avoid adding double gamma correction to the 

textures, resulting in washed out colors, they too have to be corrected. This can be done by either adjusting 

the Frame Buffer settings for rendering or manually apply gamma correction nodes for each texture read 

node. The latter is more correct as a general gamma correction may result in us correcting buffers like al-

pha and opacity, which will render wrong. In a big scene, this can be time consuming however. The frame 

buffer size is important when having a linear workflow. sRGB images have more values in the midtones, and 

will render fine in lower bit depths. 
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2.2 Renderpasses 

2.2.1 Material setup in Maya 

 

In order to give the compositor full control over a frame or picture, it's important to create the necessary 

data. In Maya or any other 3D-modeling programs, you can setup the rendering to split the image into 

several passes. You basically take apart the picture in its elements. This can be for instance the shadow 

from an object or the specular high-lights. By doing so, the compositor can alter each specific feature of an 

image. In fact, the 3D-program already renders these different passes and puts them together into 

something called Beauty. 

Mental Ray is a rendering application created by NIVIDIA, which many 3D-programs have chosen to 

integrate. It can produce photo realistic pictures using ray tracing in its calculations. One of the features, 

which I will be looking closer at, is the possibility to render passes from a scene. Render passes are more or 

less the different elements which an object can consist of. It can be the color of the object, the specualr 

highlights or the shadows cast on the object just to name a few. Each of these features can be separated, 

allowing the compositor to tweak them in post-production 

There are many different types of passes available. However, focus will lie on the material qualities, and the 

apsses available using mia_material_x_passes, which is a material only available when using Mental Ray, 

which gives the most options for rendering different passes from an object. 

But first, let's discuss contribution maps. Contribition maps are groups that the user can create to select 

specific objects in a scene, from which separate data can be derived. By associating the contribution map 

with certain passes, Maya will render each contribution map by calculating the entire scene layer but only 

sending the data concerning the objects that are grouped within that contribution map, and sending the 

appropriate information to each pass associated. 

The following are the supported passes mia_material_x_passes (from 2011)(3) 

 

Using contribution maps: 
Diffuse, 
Diffuse Without Shadows, 
Direct Irradiance, 
Direct Irradiance Without Shadows, 
Raw Shadow, 
Shadow, 
Specular, 
 
Without pass contribution maps : 
Incandescence, 
Indirect, 
Reflection, 
Refraction, 
Translucence, 
Translucence Without Shadows.  
Specular Without Shadows, 
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The theoretical way of composite the different passes together is to use additive functions, and it is also 

how Maya composites them to create the master Beauty image. In Mental Rays architecture 

documentation(4), two ways are described to render and composite passes. 

However, there is also a new set of passes, directly available in the Render Pass menu. 

In the following three examples, the result will be shown after following the setup rules for the rendered 

passes. 

In order to create the passes from the traditional fashion, we have to create Custom Color nodes for each 

pass, as they are not available from the regular pass render view. There are then linked to the contribution 

map of the object, in this case the ball. 

Next step is to use the hypergraph and create WriteToColorBuffer nodes for each custom color node, and 

link them to each respective node. From the material shader, middle-mouse click, drag and drop on the 

WriteToColorBuffer and select other. In the connection menu, connect the level or raw output to the color 

input. Do this for each Write node. 
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3. Result 

3.1 Production pipeline 

The strength of North Kingdom lies in experience and also how everyone knows each other strengths and 

limitations to spread the workflow effectively. Since all the projects are so different from one another, 

being able to adapt and problem solve is vital for a projects success. 

When creating assets for real-time environment, keeping a optimized, low-polygon asset with an optimized 

UV-map was important. 

The rigs where optimized for real-time and kept simple, making both rigging and skinning easy.  Since there 

was only supposed to be one character on the screen at once, with few other assets, it was important to 

keep a high standard on every aspect. 

3.2 Color Space and Linear workflow 

Maintaining a linear workflow is important for several reasons. The most important reason is correct color 

representation on the screen, where images used as textures in scenes needs to be de-gammadized before 

rendering. In Nuke, an image can be either be linear or sRGB. Nuke will interpret the image and 

compensate for the gamma when reading it, resulting in the same image for the viewer. However, if 

textures have gamma embedded during rendering it will also come out wrong, which will be difficult to 

adjust in post. 

The below example picture was rendered using Final Gather, using a global illumination from a surrounding 

dome and a Directional Light as its only light source. The final gather calculates the light from the dome and 

directional light, bouncing on the materials in the scene using Ray Tracing, collecting the color information 

and blending it as it continues to bounce. The more bounces, the more lit the scene will become depending 

on the light source intensity. The materials are all mia_material_x. 
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The above picture shows when rendering a scene using Maya default settings. Maya both reads and rend-

ers the scene linearly, while displaying it in sRGB. This result in a very dark image, since the image is linear 

but the gamma correction for the monitor apply a gamma of 0.4545 in order to correct it for our monitors, 

lowering the gamma and gamut curve.  

The common mistake, ignoring the gamma problem, was to implement additional light in the scene. This 

might work, if done carefully, however it most likely will result in burned out colors. The below picture illu-

strates the same scene with increased intensity on the directional light and added bounce calculations. 

 

 

As you can see, the pink bounce light is everywhere and the floor texture is burned out. And it also took 

longer time to render. 
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Let’s reset the light to the original settings and view the image as linear image in the color managemnt of 

the viewport. Maya adds color corrections and now we have brighter scene. However, by looking on the 

floor the colors seem washed out and grey. This is because Maya assumes the texture is linear, when in fact 

it already contain a color correction to prepare for the monitor. So the additional color correction that 

Maya adds to brighten the scene, adds a double color correction to the material.

 

 The lower one was rendered with the gamma still applied to the textures, resulting in washed out colors. 

This shows the importance of taking gamma correction into consideration when rendering, as this cannot 

be fixed in post, since the whole room as been affected by the color of the room, as final gat her has been 

used.  
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The left picture below is rendered linearly at 8-bit depth while the right picture is rendered in sRGB at the 

same depth. As you can see, the right sRGB one has a smoother color spektrum than the left one. That is 

because sRGB have more steps in the midtone color ranges. 

 

 

In order to make full use of the linear image, we need to have an increased bit-depth, which will give us a 

high dynamic range index, allowing us to make use of the values that are beyond our original sense of per-

ception. 

Once in Nuke we can continue using linear workflow, by setting the Read node to linear(default), but set-

ting the LUT(Look Up Table) to sRGB, thus displaying it properly to our monitors. When we are happy with 

our composite we have the option to render it in linear or sRGB, depending on if we want to process it fur-

ther. 

Nuke’s different functions and gizmos are based on a linear workflow, and will linearize any image if it has a 

gamma correction embedded. However, there is always the option to switch to sRGB. By changing the Read 

node’s colorspace, we can change how Nuke should interpret the image. We can also change how the 

viewport should display the image by changing the LUT dropdown menu, which is set to sRGB by default. 

This allows us to view the image in linear mode. We can also change how we write the final image to disk. 

Nuke doesn’t change the actual data when reading the images, it only presents the image differently to us. 

A linear image read as linear in Nuke will look the same as a sRGB image read as sRGB. It is when Nuke 

doesn’t recognize which kind of color space the image is in that problems might occur. 

 

 The second reason actually revolves around the user. By keeping a consistent workflow, there won’t be 

any misunderstanding or confusions along the production pipeline. By keeping the workflow consistent, the 

user will know if it is a linear or sRGB picture that is being display and can adjust and color correct 

accordingly. By setting up Maya correctly, by linearizing images, rendering scenes linear and displaying 

them in sRGB, will guarantee that the outcome is as correct as it should be. 

However, rendering in linear color space is only useful with higher bit-depths set in the Frame Buffer. A low 

bit-depth image clamps the values, and in a linear image each step in the color value increases uniformly, 

giving equally much place to the values that we can see and the values we have a hard time distinguishing. 

This will result in data loss, as the values are clamped. Since sRGB is non-uniform with steps in the 

midtones, which is also the range where the human eye can register the most change in value, the sRGB 
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offers a greater range in color at lower bit-depths. It also displays the colors correctly in the way a monitor 

functions. 

 

3.3 Render pass 

Rendering a frame with this kind of setup is very useful for the compositor, as it gives full control of the 

picture even after it has left the rendering. Depending on the complexity of the scene and the quality of the 

rendering and the hardware used in the production, the rendering can become quite heavy and time 

consuming. That is why you want the compositor to have enough tools to be able to manipulate and 

change components without having to re-render them. 

When setting up a render pipeline these are the conditions you have to consider. What is your hardware, 

and how powerful is it? What does the compositor need and what can left out. Because it's not only the 

rendering that can become time-consuming, but also the post-production work, of the images contain too 

much data that will never be utilized. That is also why it's a good idea to render proxy versions (smaller 

copies) for the compositor to use, as it will decrease the load on the hardware for the compositor, which 

makes the work much smoother and intuitive. 

 

Since there is an abundance of render passes, I've managed to pinpoint three ways for correct compositing. 

However, neither of the ways are without issues. Some passes contains information, such as shadows 

which makes shadow separation hard. 

There was also an issue with the reflection from the Additional Color node, which made the reflection 

composite wrong. 

However, by combining the different ways, you can select the areas which are working in the pipeline, such 

as I did when I removed the reflection pass with reflection_raw and reflection_level. 
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Below is the result from the the simple method. The passes were composited accordingly. 

Beauty = diffuse_result + 

 indirect_result +  

spec_result + 

 refl_result +  

refr_result +  

tran_result +  

add_result. 
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For a more advanced setup with even more control, one can split up the diffuse pass even further and 

combine raw color data with the level, which is the scale of the raw color data. 

Beauty = diffuse_level * (diffuse_raw + (indirect_raw * ao_raw)) +  

spec_level * spec_raw + 

refl_level * refl_raw + 

refr_level * refr_raw + 

tran_level * tran_raw + 

add_result 

 

 

Both the simple method and the advanced method adds up to the beauty, with just a marginal discrepancy 

of maximum 0.00010 in color value. However, there is an issue with shadows which will be described in the 

next chapter. 

Regarding refraction and translucency, you can’t get both passes if you want a refractive effect through the 

object. The translucency will be embedded in the refraction pass if “solid” is ticked under the Advanced 
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Refraction settings on the material. If it is set to “thin walled”, the object won’t refract, but just become 

transparent. The transparency will be placed in the refraction pass and the translucent effect will be placed 

in the translucency pass. 

 

The third way using the render passes directly offered in the render pass setup menu. 

 

The third way also adds up to the beauty. However, there is an issue regarding reflections if we use the 

Additional Color from the Advanced node in the material shader. If you have reflective information from a 

shader, being used as Additional Color, that too will be baked in with the rest of the reflections, making 

correct compositing impossible. In order to remedy this, I used the reflections from the other examples. By 

replacing the reflections pass with refl_level * refl_raw, I managed to recreate the beauty pass, with only a 

minor discrepancy in the specularity. 
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Below is the rest of the scene results, This is rendered and comped by the same method used at the third 

example.

 

 

Final output, rendered linear and non-linear from Nuke. For practical reasons I left out the pillar giving the 

shadow, but that can also of course be composited in any way as the above mentioned. 

 

 

 

Shadows can be implemented in two ways. There is a shadow and shadow_raw pass. The shadow pass 

includes the color of the material which the shadow is being cast on, while shadow_raw is pure and only 

based on the intensity and color of the cast light. The shadow pass is composited towards the 

DiffuseWithoutShadow pass (3), by the formula DiffuseWithoutShadow – Shadow. This will yield the 

Diffuse. The RawShadow pass is composited towards the DirectIrradienceNoShadow in the same way. It will 

yield the DirectIrradiance, which we will use to multiply with the DiffuseMaterialColor later on. Separating 

shadows like this is not possible with the custom color render passes created above, since it is already 

baked into the information of the raw passes. 
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4. Discussion 
 

North Kingdom provided me with an in-depth look at the overall production workflow. I didn’t have the 

chance to be a part of a bigger project until the end of my internship, which made pipeline studies a bit 

hard. However, I did have more time studying the client relationships in several projects and the 

importance of continuous communication. One of the key strength in North Kingdom is not their pipeline, 

but their experience and client prediction. A key asset in a production is to know what the client wants 

before the client asks about it, and that takes years of experience. 

The only thing that was lacking was a consistent workflow. The studio used both 3dsMax and Maya and 

even Cinema4D was used at some point, resulting in compatibility issues when trying to create a 

reasonable folder structure. However, since North Kingdom is a versatile production company, having 

different types of software’s does in fact improve the research and development, especially in the discover 

and definition phase of a production timeline. 

Linear workflow is still a confusing matter, since there are many ways in order to correct gamma in Maya. 

One of the main reasons for confusion is that non-linear imagery isn’t wrong. Before linear workflow was 

made popular, creating workarounds in lighting and post-production was acceptable. The most important 

rule is that if it looks right, it probably is right, even though it isn’t in reality. And that is what makes it so 

hard. By looking at a picture, a linear and non-linear image can look equally good, depending on what you 

want.  

The biggest issue with linear versus non-linear is when rendering from Maya, and using images as texture. 

That is where the washed out colors can appear and that is also the reason to use a linear workflow, to 

avoid these issues. However, when it comes to final rendering, I didn’t find any differences  between the 

linear and sRGB ones, when bringing them into Nuke. Since Nuke adapts to sRGB images, linearizing them, 

both linear and sRGB images will look the same, provided the images have a high bit rate. If it’s a low bit 

rate the values are already clamped and will behave differently however. One issue I can think of is if you 

have different rendered images or plates and Nuke interprets them wrong, resulting in images that are too 

dark or bright. I would like to explore this even further in future studies and get an in-depth look on the 

maths behind the Read and Write nodes and the color space conversions being used and if there is data 

loss in the conversion. 

Compositing render passes from Mental Ray using Nuke was harder than I initially thought. There is still not 

a complete solid package one can use that works all the time in every occasion. You have to be able to mix 

several techniques in order to maintain control in post-production. The biggest issues revolve around 

specularity and shadows. Even though minimal, there is a change between beauty and the final compositite 

regarding specularity in some cases, which may be because of the maths when adding reflections and 

specular passes together. This would require further studies however, both in terms of how Maya splits 

reflection and specularity up, seeming both are reflective phenomena’s and how additive maths affects the 

final color in Nuke. 
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The shadows are also tricky, if you have the wrong type of pass in your composition. It is important to 

render the correct shadow pass, depending on which types of pass you use for the diffuse composition. I 

can see a range of improvements in this field in Maya. 

Even though I didn’t come across my field of research during my stay at North Kingdom, interesting 

discussion arose around the implementation of real-time graphics in film environment. The ability to see a 

final comped result of all the passes and the live footage at same time as you are taking the film shots 

would greatly enhance the intuitiveness of a production pipeline, letting the director’s adjust the final 

result on set. Through virtual studios, utilizing technology such as Lightcraft and ZEUS directors can see 

high-definition pre-visualizations live on set, and record motion data and mattes for compositing, all in a 

linear workflow using real-time engines such as Unreal 3 and Killzone 2(7). Through these pipelines assets 

are rendered from Maya and footage is taken from the scene, comped together in Nuke and sent back to 

the screen in real-time. 

 

5. Conclusion 
There is more to be wished for when it comes to render passes in Maya, using Mental Ray and 

mia_material_x_passes. Even though it works in theory, hacks have to be made in order to get everything 

composited correctly. Especially when adding advanced shader techniques, such as Additional Color, there 

is a serious lack of documentation on how to composite everything. Linear workflow can also be made 

easier in Maya. The first thing to change is the default settings, which currently produces incorrect images 

and may cause unaware users to light their scenes incorrectly. 
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Appendix A 
2D Motion Vector 

Relative motion (in raster coordinates) of objects in your scene; in other words, how far each pixel is 

moving between two frames. Vector is expressed in normalized pixels. 

3D Motion Vector 

Ambient 

Ambient contribution of the surface. In Maya, this is the material color multiplied by the ambient light 

color. 

Ambient Irradiance 

Amount of ambient light received by the surface. 

Ambient Material Color 

Reflectivity of the material with respect to ambient light. 

Ambient Occlusion 

Ambient occlusion contribution from both self ambient occlusion as well as primary ambient occlusion, 

which is derived from surrounding objects. 

Beauty Without Reflections and Refractions 

You may want to create this pass and a separate reflection or refraction pass, then composite the results. 

This allows you to tune the tint and intensity of the reflection/refraction separately from the rest of your 

passes. 

Beauty 

Final color computed by mental ray for Maya. 

Camera Depth/ Camera Depth Remapped 

Extracts the distance between the camera and the intersection point. Choose between normalized distance 

and real scene distance. 

Coverage 

mental ray Coverage frame buffer. This frame buffer offers only silhouette coverage. 

Custom Color, Custom Depth, Custom Label, Custom Vector 

Use in conjunction with the writeToColorBuffer, writeToDepthBuffer, writeToVectorBuffer, and 

writeToLabelBuffer shaders to write data to the framebuffer. Or, create your own custom pass if you are 

using custom shaders. 

 

Diffuse 

Diffuse shading of material. 

Diffuse Without Shadow 
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Diffuse pass without shadowing information. 

 

Diffuse Material Color 

Provides constant diffuse color or textured diffuse color, excluding light contribution. 

Direct Irradiance 

Direct light arriving at each sample location. 

Direct Irradiance Without Shadows 

Direct irradiance without shadowing information. 

Glow Source 

outGlow output of surface shaders; affected by pass contribution maps. 

Incandescence 

Additive color. 

Incidence 

Measures the difference between the direction of the light ray and the surface normal. If the surface 

normal is facing the light, this value is 1. If the normal is facing away from the light, the value is 0. Create a 

pass contribution map to isolate the light ray of your choice. If there is no pass contribution map in your 

scene, Maya performs its calculations based on the sum of all lights in your scene. 

Indirect 

Indirect lighting from final gather, global illumination, and caustics. 

Light Volume 

Extracts all light-centric volume effects, for example, a light cone volume effect. 

Material Incidence 

Measures the difference between the direction of the camera ray and the surface normal. If the surface 

normal is pointing to the camera, this value is 0. If the normal is facing away from the camera, the value is 

1. Any angle greater than 90 degrees is also translated to 1. If bump mapping is applied to the shading 

network, it will appear in this pass. 

Material Normal 

Interpolated surface normal. Choose from one of Camera space, Object space and World space. If bump 

mapping is applied to the shading network, it will appear in this pass. 

Matte 

The object's matte, excluding transparency/opacity. This pass serves as the render layer compositing mask. 

Should be solid white in areas where objects are intersected. Independent of transparency/translucency. 

Normalized 2D Motion Vector 

Relative motion (in raster coordinates) of objects in your scene; in other words, how far each pixel is 

moving between two frames. Pixel displacement is normalized to (0—1). Static objects are expressed with 

0.5,0.5 values. 
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Object Incidence 

Similar to the Material Incidence (Camera/Normal) pass but does not support bump mapping. 

Object Normal 

Similar to the Material Normal (Camera Space / Object Space / World Space) pass does not support bump 

mapping. 

Object Volume 

Extracts all object-centric volume effects, for example, smoke that is contained in a glass object. Also 

includes volume particles, volume fur, and fluids. 

 

Opacity 

The object's opacity, which is derived from transparency/refraction. In compositing, the 

object's opacity can be controlled independently from the render layer matte. 

Raw Shadow 

Similar to the Shadow pass but calculated only with respect to the irradiance in the scene. 

Reflection 

Reflection results. Includes self-reflection, primary reflections, secondary reflections and environment 

reflections. 

Reflected Material Color 

The reflected color parameter of the material. Pure constant reflection color or textured 

reflection. Used as a reflection matte to determine where reflection would be revealed 

(colored and noncolored). 

Refraction 

Refraction results. Includes self-refraction, primary refraction, and environment refraction. 

Refraction Material Color 

The transparency color parameter of the material. Pure constant refraction color or 

textured reflection. Used as a refraction/transparency matte to determine where 

refraction is revealed (colored and non-colored). 

Scatter 

Scattering effects that result from the material’s scattering attributes (for example, Scatter Radius, Scatter 

Color). 

Scene Volume 

Extracts all scene-centric volume effects such as fog, layered fog, haze, and so forth. 

Shadow 

Pure shadow contribution for both self-shadowing as well as direct shadows. The shadow pass can be 

luminance or colored shadows. Takes into account material contributions. 
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Specular 

Specular shading. The specular component is modulated differently depending on the type of material 

associated with the object. For example, Phong, PhongE, Blinn, and Anisotropic materials produce specular 

contributions differently. On a Phong material, the specular pass can be modulated using cosine power and 

specular color. 

Specular Without Shadows 

Similar to Specular but without shadow occlusions. 

Transclucence 

Back shading contribution revealed on the front surface. 

 

Transclucence Without Shadows 

Similar to Translucence but without shadows. 


